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With players on the ice less as hockey adjusts for the upcoming winter

session, we would like to offer the Phantoms Winter Development

Program. The program is meant to compliment winter hockey, developing

players throughout the year to help them meet their hockey goals.

Our goal is to improve your child’s overall hockey skills and educate them

in various areas of the game, giving him/her a positive and fun environment

to learn within. Our hope is that the combination of on and off ice sessions

will allow your child to grow and develop over the course of the season.

Skillz Hockey employs paid professional coaches that specialize in different

areas of the sport. Led by Adam Redmond, all Skillz coaches have extensive

hockey backgrounds and are passionate about helping players learn and

excel, while playing the game of hockey. 

The Phantoms Winter Development Program will start on October 5 and
run through til March. 
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WHY PHANTOMS?
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ADDITIONAL PROGRAM

The Phantoms Winter Development Academy will not be a sport-cohort,

but rather an additional program for players to get on the ice. For this

reason, the academy will follow all sport-related physical distancing

guidelines. This will allow the program to not interfere with the specific

player’s sport-cohort. 

Along with these guidelines, Skillz SSC will ensure compliance with all AHS

COVID-19 regulations and mandates.

Stream 1: For players who are returning to school

Stream 2: For players who are doing home/online schooling

The Phantoms Winter Development Academy will have two streams:

 

Both streams will be available to Novice, Atom, Peewee and Bantam
aged players.

STREAM 1 AND STREAM 2



On-Ice Development Practices (45 hours)

Weekdays

3 hours / per week ice time schedule

Morning ice: Between 8:00 - 12:45pm (1hr ice times)

Afternoon ice: Between 1:00pm - 4pm (1hr ice times)

At Cardel South and Great Plains arenas

On-Ice Testing Sessions (2 hours)

A preliminary test in October and a final test in February 

Off-Ice Development Sessions at the Skillz Facility (10 hours)

On the skating treadmill and in the shooting gallery

Off-Ice Dryland Sessions (10 hours)

Boxing, workouts, spin class, shooting gallery, etc.

Practice jersey 

Full Winter Academy Details     (Stream 2)
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PROGRAM DETAILS



5 Team Tactics Sessions

5 Individual Skill Development Sessions

5 Power Skating Sessions

5 Shooting Sessions

5 Stickhandling Sessions

5 Mini Games Sessions

2 Testing Sessions and 2 Player Reports

10 Private Skating / Shooting Sessions at Skillz facility

Individual Skating Assessment and Report

Individual Shooting Assessment and Report

At Home Training Package

On-Ice Breakdown

Off-Ice Breakdown
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ON-ICE AND OFF-ICE
COMPONENTS



Team Tactics Sessions - breakout, neutral zone regroups, zone entries,

cycling special teams.

Individual Skills Sessions - forechecking, tracking, angling, body

checking

Power Skating Sessions - stride extension, recovery, length, power and

acceleration

Shooting Sessions - hand positioning/grip, weight transfers, release

points, accuracy, quick release, catch and release, changing shooting

angles and shooting in motion.

Stickhandling Sessions - range of motion, quick hands, soft hands,

puck extensions, deception
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ON-ICE COMPONENT

SPECIALIZED PRACTICES

SKILL TESTING

Players will be tested on speed, agility and transition skating, puck control

and stickhandling ability. There will be a baseline test (at the start of the

season) and a final test (at the end of the season). The results of the skill

testing will be analyzed by Skillz coaches and delivered back to the player.

SMALL AREA GAMES

Small area games help players experience increased puck touches,

repetitions and game interaction. Additionally, players will learn quick

decision making and how to play as a team.
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OFF-ICE COMPONENT

The skating assessment is designed as a development tool to see a hockey

player’s strengths and weaknesses while skating on a 8 x 8 skating

treadmill. The coach will assess each player in 8 different areas; posture,

balance, coordination, stride extension, stride recovery, cross-overs,

acceleration and power. Each player will be required to skate for

approximately 20 minutes with rest breaks in between drills. The

assessment may take up to 30 minutes. 

Prior to the assessment, the coach will explain the instructions and

tell each player the expectations of the assessment. It will be understood

by each player that they will follow a specific program outlined by the

coach.  The coach will provide video analysis and feedback to each player

after the assessment is complete. The coach will complete an assessment

report and design a personalized program for each player. 

SKATING ANALYSIS
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OFF-ICE COMPONENT

Players will receive an At Home Package, containing videos of coaches

breaking down shooting and stickhandling styles and fundamentals, with

drills to be done at home to help players understand proper techniques.

This also ensures players get multiple repetitions between sessions.

Coaches will be giving dryland workouts to be done at home between

sessions to help increase the players strength and conditioning. These

workouts will be compliment with prescribed sets/reps and tutorials for the

exercises. Accompanying the workouts, coaches will give week-to-week

challenges to players to be completed at home between sessions and

throughout their program.

AT HOME TRAINING PACKAGE

SHOOTING ANALYSIS

The shooting assessment is a development tool designed to track and

evaluate a hockey player’s shooting strengths and weaknesses. The coach

will analyze each player in 5 different areas: posture, balance, weight

transfer, power and accuracy. Each player will perform wrist shots, snap

shots and slap shots. The assessment will be 30 minutes in length

and will take place in the Skillz Facility. 

Prior to the assessment, the coach will explain the instructions and

expectations of the assessment. The coach will provide video analysis and

feedback to each player after the assessment is complete. The coach will

complete an assessment report and design a personalized program for

each player.
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PROGRAM OPTIONS/PRICING

COMPLETE WINTER ACADEMY PROGRAM
45 On-Ice Development Practices (45 hours)

2 On-Ice Testing Sessions (2 hours)

10 Off-Ice Development Sessions at the Skillz Facility (10 hours)

10 Off-Ice Dryland Sessions (10 hours)

Practice jersey

COST = $2,750 + GST

__________________________________________________________________

ON-ICE ACADEMY PROGRAM
45 On-Ice Development Practices (45 hours, 15 weeks)

2 On-Ice Testing Sessions (2 hours)

Practice jersey

Cost = $1,500 + GST

__________________________________________________________________

OFF-ICE ACADEMY PROGRAM
10 Private Skating/Shooting Sessions at Skillz Facility

Individual Skating Assessment

Individual Shooting Assessment

At Home Training Package

COST = $1,250 + GST

PAYMENT PLAN OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL PROGRAMS
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Log on to hockeyskillz.com
to sign up for the
Phantoms Winter

Development Academy 


